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1. Many of the current problems facing the world, such as climate change, natural disasters, 
environmental quality, pandemics, wars, famines, population displacement, migration and economic 
crises, are cross-border challenges of a global nature that require global, regional and national policy 
responses. It has long been recognized by policymakers that high-quality information and analyses are 
prerequisites for good policymaking. In this respect, recent advances in technology have seen the 
emergence of location-based information (geospatial information) as a major contributor to better 
policy formulation, given its ability to integrate both quantitative and qualitative information across 
sectors and present this information to decision makers in innovative formats. 
 
2.  An increasing amount of geospatial data is being created and captured by using high-resolution 
satellite imagery and other data collection techniques, and is quickly processed on a variety of levels, 
from the local to the global, for further analysis and for the expansion of the knowledge base. Such an 
explosion of rich geospatial information has created a new business domain of location-based services, 
such as those focused on navigation, and contributed to economic growth, as well as to the 
competitive development of related technologies. Rapid advances in geospatial information 
technology are further enabling better access and integration of location-based information, expanding 
the traditional role of maps to include new tools for information analysis and management. Much of 
the digital data and information currently available online is location-referenced. This presents both 
new opportunities and challenges for the effective use of geospatial information to help address 
problems of major global significance. 
 
3.  Geospatial information must be managed and shared in a variety of ways and on a range of levels, 
from the local to the national to the regional to the global, and this has to be a complementary process. 
At the local level, most fundamental geospatial data, including land parcels for land administration, 
buildings and road networks, are developed and maintained by different bodies, often independently 
and with little coordination among these bodies or with national mapping programmes. At the country 
level, the role of Government is shifting from being a primary supplier of authoritative geospatial data 
to being an acquirer of data for national programmes, serving in a coordinating and regulatory role 
and facilitating partnerships among the producers and consumers of geospatial information. At the 
regional and global levels, many international initiatives dealing with specialized aspects of geospatial 
information have been created. 
 
4.  Most countries are using geospatial information as an important element in the formation of 
national policies, but effective coordination among countries in the use of geospatial information is 
the exception rather than the rule. Regional efforts, like those of the European Union to create the 
Infrastructure for Spatial Information in Europe (INSPIRE) initiative and those of the Permanent 
Committee on Spatial Data Infrastructure of the Americas and the Permanent Committee on GIS 
Infrastructure for Asia and the Pacific to create regional spatial data infrastructures, are an indication 
of the value of such cooperation. Increased international cooperation in this field could help to 
develop the full potential of geospatial information and the underlying technologies, and make them 
more useful and accessible to a wide range of users and policymakers. 
 
5.  There are both technical and policy challenges involved, such as access to and sharing of data, 
interoperability, standards, privacy, confidentiality, national security, licensing of data sets, public-
private partnerships and the respective roles of public participation, the private sector and 
Governments in the creation and use of geospatial information management strategies. Consideration 
of all of these issues would benefit from comparative perspectives on a global scale. Some progress 
has been made in this respect, such as the work of the Group on Earth Observations to create the 
Global Earth Observation System of Systems, but much remains to be done. It is suggested that the 
establishment of a new global mechanism, linking all regional cartographic conferences together and 



serving as the apex entity of the global geospatial information community, would be one way to move 
things ahead. 
 
Need for a global consultation mechanism 
 
6. States Members of the United Nations were aware as early as 1948 of the potential benefits of a 
coordinated programme of international cartography, and they have recognized the importance of 
maps to global activitiesa however, the subsequent institutional approach was regional in scope. Under 
the auspices of the United Nations, regional cartographic conferences were established, which 
currently cover only two regions — the United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for Asia 
and the Pacific and the United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for the Americasb. The 
United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for Africa ceased to meet in the 1990s.c 
 
7.  Moreover, United Nations activities on the substantive level have thus far focused on cartography 
and the standardization of geographical names, which are only two of the many specialized fields 
involved in the inception and implementation of a modern-day geospatial information infrastructure. 
Since the enactment of Economic and Social Council resolutions 131 (VI) and 476 (XV), technical 
innovations have transformed the traditional use of maps and allowed the underlying geography to be 
harnessed for multiple uses. Cartography and geographical names are very important, and the work 
undertaken under the auspices of the United Nations is well recognized, but the range of geospatial 
information required to cope with global challenges typically goes far beyond what is, for example, 
reflected on a map or contained in a gazetteer. Geospatial information infrastructures incorporate 
varied types of information linked to location, such as demographic, health, environmental, 
topographic, cadastral and economic information, to name just a few. These data are not only 
disseminated through the media, but also provided as information services through the Internet. 
Therefore, expanding the traditional role of cartography and aligning it with the management of 
geospatial information and spatial data infrastructure is much needed in order to cater to a largely 
extended base of users of information at all levels. There is a general recognition that there is a move 
away from existing classical mapping approaches towards the production of spatial data and 
information as useful commodities. It should be noted, however, that cartographic visualizations will 
remain important, or become increasingly so, in order to quickly and intuitively convey the results of 
analyses of integrated geospatial information to decision makers. 
 
8.  While, for example, the Global Observation System of Systems was established as a forum for 
Member States to discuss earth observations, there is currently no global consultation mechanism 
through which Member States can come together and discuss the broad spectrum of critical issues 
with respect to geospatial information management. A growing number of countries are building their 
spatial data infrastructures and enhancing the management of their geospatial information, so there are 
considerable benefits to be derived from effective knowledge management at a transnational level. 
Such benefits have been demonstrated through regional efforts, including the Infrastructure for Spatial 
Information in Europe initiative, the Permanent Committee on Spatial Data Infrastructure of the 
Americas and the Permanent Committee on GIS Infrastructure for Asia and the Pacific. There is an 
urgent need, however, for a vehicle that can provide coordination among Member States, and between 
Member States and international organizations, on work associated with the management of global 
geospatial information. 
 
 
 
 
____________________ 
A See Economic and Social Council resolution 131 (VI) of 19 February 1948 on the coordination of cartographic services of specialized 

agencies and international organizations. 
B See Economic and Social Council resolution 476 (XV) of 6 April 1953 on international cooperation on cartography and subsequent 

resolutions. 
C Spatial data infrastructure development issues in Africa are currently discussed in the Committee on Development Information, Science 

and Technology (formerly the Committee on Development Information), which was created by the Economic Commission for Africa. 



 
9.  National Governments and the international community, as represented in United Nations bodies, 
are the primary users of geospatial information for the purpose of policy decision-making. The 
Economic and Social Council is the central intergovernmental forum for the discussion of 
international economic and social issues and the formulation of policy recommendations addressed to 
Member States and the United Nations system. The Economic and Social Council is thus the 
appropriate forum to oversee a consultative process to effectively coordinate ongoing work in the 
wide field of geospatial information, help develop common approaches and bring geospatial 
information to bear on global policy issues. The flexible and extensive consultative structure of the 
Council also allows the effective harnessing of the important contributions of non-State actors, such 
as international and national non-governmental organizations, the private sector and a growing 
volunteer community. These partnerships are of growing importance in the development and effective 
use of geospatial information. 
 
10.  Establishing a more formal framework would enable Member States to develop effective 
strategies for building and strengthening capacity for the management of geospatial information, 
especially in developing countries. Such a global mechanism, under the auspices of the United 
Nations, could furthermore raise the awareness of politicians and decision makers of the scope and 
significance of geospatial information and its powerful analytical potential when effectively integrated 
with statistical and other information systems, and help address crossborder challenges of a global 
nature that are facing the world today. 
 
11. A new global architecture could consist of a two-tiered structure: an expert committee and a 
United Nations forum. The expert committee would meet more frequently, possibly annually, and be 
charged with the identification and coordination of specific areas of work and the preparation of 
policy papers for presentation to the global forum. The forum would provide a venue for a more 
involved discussion of geospatial information issues and should involve senior national policy 
decision makers. The two-tier consultation mechanism would bring all Member States and 
stakeholders together and address current critical issues, resulting in concrete policy proposals and 
actions. 
 
Functions of the Committee of Experts 
 
12. The basic functions of the Committee of Experts would be: 
 
 (a) To play a leadership role in setting the agenda for the management of global geospatial 
information and to promote its development to address key global challenges, such as poverty 
reduction, sustainable development, climate change, early warning, disaster management, peace and 
security, environmental quality and economic crises; 
 (b)  To provide a vehicle for liaison and coordination among Member States, and between 
Member States and international organizations, including the United Nations Regional Cartographic 
Conferences and their regional Permanent Committees on Spatial Data Infrastructures, on work 
associated with the management of global geospatial information and to demonstrate the benefits to 
be derived from such coordination; 
 (c) To propose actions to guide the development of principles, policies, methods and 
mechanisms for the standardization, interoperability and sharing of geospatial data and services, and 
to help countries develop the full potential of geospatial information and the underlying technology 
and make it accessible to and effectively used by a broad range of users; 
 (d) To compile and disseminate best practices of national, regional and international bodies 
dealing with legal instruments, management models and technical standards for the building of spatial 
data infrastructures as one of the vital elements of information management, and to facilitate the 
dissemination of these practices and experiences to Member States of the United Nations; 
 (e) To provide a platform to develop effective strategies on how to build and strengthen 
capacity for the management of geospatial information, especially in developing countries; 



 (f) To support the organization of the United Nations Forum on Global Geospatial 
Information Management, develop its agenda and facilitate its arrangements; 
 (g) To implement the tasks assigned as a result of the resolutions adopted at the United 
Nations Forum on Global Geospatial Information Management. 
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